
# During Your Stay - Handoff guide

Developing

Prerequisites:

1. Xcode

You are going to need a computer running MacOS-X to build this application. If you are running
either Windows or Linux we recommend installing a virtual machine on your computer and
download the Mac-OS on it. Here is a good step-by-step tutorial on how to do that:
http://www.wikigain.com/install-macos-sierra-pc/

This is an IOS application developed in Swift-3 so downloading XCode is the first step to get going.
The latest version of Xcode can be downloaded at https://developer.apple.com/xcode/ or in the
App Store.

2. Git

To access the code and to make contribution you need to install Git on your computer. You can
download Git at https://git-scm.com/downloads or with HomeBrew by running the following in your
terminal:

$ brew install git

3. Brew & Git-Flow

We are using git extensions called "Git-Flow" that helps us managing our project in the Git
branching model proposed by Vincent Driessen. A very good tutorial on how to install and use
git-flow is shown here http://jeffkreeftmeijer.com/2010/why-arent-you-using-git-flow/. We
recommend downloading git-flow using HomeBrew and by running the following in your terminal:

$ brew install git-flow

4. CocoaPods

CocoaPods manages library dependencies for our Xcode projects so installing it for future work is
necessary. CocoaPods is built with Ruby and is installable with the default Ruby available on OS X.
Run the following in your terminal to install it:

$ sudo gem install cocoapods

5. Github

Our version control system is Github so all of the code is on https://github.com. If you do not have a
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github account you will need to create one. A good tutorial on how to do so is shown here
http://docs.railsbridge.org/installfest/create_a_github_account. After creating an account you need
to be added as a team member to the repository, because it is private, and after that you can run
the following in your terminal in a folder you want the project to be in:

$ git init
$ git clone https://github.com/xperious/scout.git

After that you will have the project stored locally on your computer and you can start working by
opengin the scout.xcworkspace file.

6. Realm

We are using Realm as our mobile database so to look at saved data in the database it is good to
have the Realm-Browser which you can download in the App-Store. The .realm file in question can
be located after first run of the app at

User -> Library -> Developer -> CoreSimulator -> Devices -> Search for .realm

Build

The project can both be built locally in your Xcode editor and externally on our CI-server on Bitrise.
Bitrise will notify team members on build results (success/failure) on Slack and, if team members
choose so, by email.

It is very easy to modify our build process in Bitrise by changing our Workflow there. What is a
Workflow? A Workflow defines the steps of a Build process. You can customize it the way you want
to suite your build process. Whenever a build is triggered (when you click on the Build button, call
the Build Trigger API or if you have a webhook then every time a new code is pushed into your
repository) a Workflow is selected for the build (by default you have a single Workflow but you can
create new Workflows and set a branch name as a filter, so if a build is started on the defined
branch the related Workflow will be used instead of the Primary Workflow). (From the Bitrise home
page http://bitrise.io)

Our Primary Build Workflow is triggered each time a pull-request is made and when code is
pushed onto the master or develop branch. It has the following steps:

Preperaing the build environment1.
Build process is triggered❍

Activate SSH key (RSA private key)2.
Saves the provided RSA private SSH key to file and then loads it into the user's ssh-agent with❍

ssh-add

Git Clone Repository3.
Clones a repository based on the provided inputs.❍

Script step4.
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Specify the script content and (optionally) the script runner, to run any custom script in your❍

bitrise.io workflow!
Certificate and profile installer5.
Downloads and installs the certificate and the mobile provisioning profiles❍

Run CocoaPods install6.
Run CocoaPods install ($ pod install) in your App's directory.❍

Xcode Test for iOS7.
Runs Xcode's test action, on an iOS project.❍

Send a Slack message8.
Send Slack message to our bitrise channel on how the test went (Success/Failure)❍

Codecov9.
Uploads the code coverage files from the build to Codecov.io❍

Deploy to Bitrise.io - Apps, Logs, Artifact10.
Generic artifacts deployer, attaches the artifacts to bitrise.io builds.❍

Clean up the Virtual Machine11.

Deployment

Our app has not been published on the Apple's app-Store but we are deploying it for beta-testing.
We use our CI-server on Bitrise to easily deploy our application to our Applivery website where we
can allow both internal and external testers to try out our app. Deployment can be triggered by
either merging into our master branch or doing it manually on the Bitrise website.

We have a Deployment Workflow simular to our Build Workflow above but it doesn't have step 9.
to upload our code coverage files to CodeCov. The first 8 steps are the same as above but after that
the order is:

Send a Slack message1.
Send Slack message to our bitrise channel on how the test went (Success/Failure)❍

Deploy to Bitrise.io - Apps, Logs, Artifact2.
Generic artifacts deployer, attaches the artifacts to bitrise.io builds.❍

Applivery.com iOS Deploy3.
Deploy an iOS application to Applivery, add notes and notify testers.❍

Send a Slack message4.
Send Slack message to our bitrise channel on how the deployment went (Success/Failure)❍

Clean up the Virtual Machine5.
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